Dear Doctor,

If you haven’t prescribed the Daily Telegraph award-winning Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb before, we hope you will take this opportunity to do so.

It’s better for your patient, and better for your budget, than ANY other head lice treatment because it quickly and easily gets everything out – head lice, nits AND even ‘live’ eggs too – without using any nasty chemicals. It works brilliantly with any ordinary hair conditioner. And just one comb serves a whole family. No multiple or repeat prescriptions.

It conforms precisely with current NHS guidelines, which recommend ‘wet combing’ as the best method of head lice eradication. However, unlike liquid treatments or any other nit combs the Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb is designed and guaranteed to get everything out.

It is listed in Section IX A of the NHS Drug Tariff in the Appliance section under sub-category: Head Lice Device.
Nitty Gritty NitFree steel nit comb with micro-grooved teeth. (which is what you need to write on the prescription)

The Nitty Gritty NitFree comb is also approved for prescription by Nurse Prescribers. [Pediculosis (head lice)] is one of the conditions listed for which Nurse Prescribers are allowed to prescribe, under the guidelines on Nurse Prescribing in Part XVII.

Prescribing health visitors and prescribing pharmacists are also able to dispense the comb.

The PIP Code is 294 63 66. (useful for the pharmacist)

If you are still unsure, then please have the first one on us. Just email nhs@nittygritty.co.uk from your NHS account and we’ll send you one free of charge to pass on to this patient, who will then tell you honestly just how well it works. We won’t ever send you junk email… we hate spam!

If you’d like a sample Nitty Gritty comb for your surgery too, please just add ‘INFO PACK’ in your email.

If you’d like to find out more about how brilliantly the Nitty Gritty NitFree comb works and the technology behind it, then please visit our Healthcare Professionals section at www.nittygritty.co.uk
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